CS846
Section 1: Advanced Topics in Electronic Publishing
Spring/Summer 2024

Course Web Site: https://cs.uwaterloo.ca/ dberry/ATEP/

Class Meetings: Tuesdays and Thursdays, 9:00–11:20 am
DC 2568

We will meet on a subset of the dates, so that the total meeting
time over the term is 36 hours, as in a normal course.

Instructor: Daniel M. Berry (dberry@uwaterloo.ca)

Probable/Possible Outline

- Typography
- Editors
- Formatters
- Typefaces (Fonts)
- Internationalization (I18n)
- Unicode
- ?????? (Suggested by Students)

Requirements

- Interest in the Subject
- Plus one of:
  - Project
  - Research
- Plus writing a paper about project or research
- Plus giving a Lecture